
 
 

 

Club Fígaro is a non-profit associative project created in 2009 by an outstanding group of Spanish hairdressing professionals. The 

main objective pursued by Club Fígaro is the social recognition of the profession, and this is articulated with the creation of the 

Spanish Hairdressing Awards, which have been held since 2010 and value the photographic works of hairdressing trends from the 

main Spanish firms. The transparency and prestige of the Awards is guaranteed by the appointment of an external jury, made up 

of five prominent names in international hairdressing, who vote individually and independently on the collections presented 

anonymously. The winners of the different categories of the Awards are announced during the Figaro Catwalk, an event that has 

already become the great annual event for Spanish hairdressers. The official sponsor of Club Figaro is Revlon Professional. Finally, 

Club Fígaro has eight media sponsors, the main professional beauty magazines and portals in Spain. 

Registration opens for the 2022 Fígaro Awards 

As of March 7, all Spanish professionals or professionals residing in Spain over 16 years 

of age and also those non-resident professionals in Spain who want to compete in the 

“International” category can present their photographic collections to participate in the 

13th edition of the Fígaro Awards. 

Participating collections do not need to be unpublished. However, these may not have 

been published in any medium (including social media) during the year before the year of 

the awards. 

 

These are the categories to which candidates can apply: 

- Newcomer Hairdresser 

For professionals up to 28 years old 

- Male Commercial 

Men's commercial styles, day-to-day works in the salon 

- Female Commercial 

Women's commercial styles, day-to-day jobs in the salon 

- Avant-garde 

Creative, artistic, fantasy or catwalk works 

- International Collection 

Freestyle. For non-resident professionals in Spain (except Andorra and Gibraltar) 

- Spanish Hairdresser of the Year 

Award for the trajectory during the last year. Requires prenomination to participate 

 

Access to the participants’ area 

Calendar 

Basis of participation 

 

Both the registration and the uploading of collections can be done online. All the information on the participation process 

and the contest rules is available for download on the Club Fígaro website. 

https://www.clubfigaro.com/participar
https://www.clubfigaro.com/lospremios/calendario
https://www.clubfigaro.com/uploads/descargas/bases_figaro.pdf

